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It is not necessary to read Claimed By The Cowboys first, but it might be fun!After a hot night with
both brothers, Rose learns how the cowboys really earn their income- on Saturday nights, after all
the dude ranch guests go back to their real lives, a portion of the back forty becomes a wild
swinger's club that caters to some pretty famous people. Rose is given free rein to play as a guest
instead of as staff, but her business mind can't help but come up with ideas to grow the operation,
and her libido isn't interested in the famous faces she sees in the orgy room. What Rose wants is to
be between the two cowboys again, in bed and in business.Bonus excerpt of Taking My Husband
And His Twin is tucked in at the end of this story.This sexy short is not for those under 18.Aprox
11,600 words, not including supplementary materialNote:This is a short story in transition.Jamie
Klaire writes shorts, but she fell in love with writing about cowboys, so she is starting a new cowboy
romance pen name JENNY KLAIRE for longer, hot, cowboy romance stories.So if you like this
short, at the end you will have links to Jamie's catalog for more shorts, AND a link to Jenny's longer,
novel length version of this story that continues where this one leaves off.Enjoy!
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If you're looking for a short, hot read, look no further. Picking up from the first short story, Rose
spends more time with Cade and Kevin and experiences the ranch's third source of income. It's very
short, but super hot with fun characters and good dialogue. Some erotica is painful to read, this isn't
the case with Jamie Klaire's works.

I really enjoyed reading Claimed By The Cowboys 2, all about Kevin & Cade Dickerson & Rose their
cook, on the Swinging D Dude Ranch in Texas. In book 1 Rose gets hired to be the cook, and she
loves her job, and she's fallen head over heals in love with the two Dickerson brothers. She was
looking for some action with the guests, but soon realized they held little appeal, compared to her
boss's who are big strong hot cowboys! In this book they introduce Rose to their biggest
money-making business on the ranch, and tell her maybe later on she can run this endeavor as a
partner if she's good with numbers! Per Rose, let me check it out first before we do anything
long-term. It seems the guys are running a very exclusive swinging adults only club. The author
wrote a very unique story, and the characters definitely play to its strengths! Rose is having the time
of her life, sharing with the two hottest cowboy's she's ever met! Take a chance and read these two
books, you will definitely laugh and cum up a storm, prepare to be very wet! I just hope the author
has some more books in store for the readers regarding the cook Rose & the Swinging D Dude
Ranch!

I liked this short story. It's hot without being slutty. I would love to kniow if they make the relationship
permanent. This story could be made longer but happily not not in cliffhanger.

After I finished part 1, I couldn't wait to read this one. I enjoyed part 2 as much as part 1 and plan to
buy the full length book. I'm also looking forward to reading more of Jamie Klaire's books.

Very hot and descriptive!

I like this book . I like how the characters get along with each other. How the men and woman
develop a relationship between the three of them . I read a lot of mÃ©nage books this series was
good.

I have enjoyed your books so very much. It's so hot having brothers to f---k. I just love cowboys and
their ranch is hot, hot, hot. Fast paced not able to put it down. Enjoy everyone.

Rose grows closer to Cade and Kevin. She is introduced to the way they make the rest of their
income. This is a very hot story and these three are terrific. Definitely add to the TBR list.
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